Abstract-We focus on all-optical broadcast and select slotted WDM networks. Each network user is equipped with one tunable transmitter and one fixed receiver; full connectivity is achieved by tuning transmitters to all different wavelengths available in the optical spectrum. Tuning latencies are considered to be not negligible with respect to the slot time. A network controller allocates fixed size slots in a TDM/WDM frame according to requests issued by users via signalling procedures. User requests are accommodated in the frame incrementally, as soon as they are received by the network controller. Since we aim at an incremental solution, we impose a transparency constraint in the scheduling algorithm: new user requests may be accepted only without affecting existing allocations, otherwise they are refused. We propose a novel scheduling algorithm that may route some flows from source to destination through some intermediate nodes, following a multi-hop approach. A formal definition of an optimal transparent incremental scheduling algorithm is provided as an integer linear programming problem. The optimal incremental scheduling algorithm is NP-hard. Thus, a heuristic quasi-optimal scheduling algorithm is proposed, and its complexity is evaluated. Performance results show that significant benefits can be achieved with respect to traditional single-hop approaches and to other multi-hop approaches.
possible architectures for MAN [1] [2] [3] and WAN switch-less optical networks [4] , as well as for optical switching matrices within high-performance switches and routers.
All-optical broadcast-and-select networks, in which each receiver has access to the optical signals generated by all transmitters, usually exploit WDM as well as time-division multiplexing (TDM) techniques. We consider all-optical WDM/TDM broadcast-and-select networks, in which wavelengths are available for user-to-user communications. We use the term user in this paper to refer to access nodes in optical MANs or LANs, where network users would be a mix of edge routers and (maybe) few high performance multiuser hosts. We assume that user interfaces are equipped with one full-duplex transceiver; hence, each user can be source and destination of, at most, one data flow at any given time. By tuning the transmitter, and by dynamically allocating the available wavelengths, full connectivity is achieved among end users. WDM channels are assumed to be slotted and synchronized; each fixed size slot can accommodate on one wavelength the transmission of one packet. Thus, segmentation and reassembly processes are needed at user interfaces to transmit variable size packets. Slots are organized in a fixed-size frame of length slots.
The time required to tune transceivers is assumed to be not negligible with respect to the packet transmission time. This assumption is based on the observation that, with some of the optical components available today (e.g., those based on acousto-optics [5] ), the tuning latency may be quite longer (order of a few s) than the packet transmission time (order of fractions of s if considering high transmission speeds). Taking into account this performance limitation at the scheduling level makes the scheduling more complex, but may increase significantly the bandwidth utilization.
The underlying physical topology may be a classical passive optical star, or a ring used for LAN interconnection [1] , [3] , but the algorithms we propose in this paper may be applied to quite general topologies, such as nation-wide scale optical networks based on array waveguide gratings (AWG) devices interconnecting PONs (see the network architecture proposed in the SONATA project [4] ) as well as optical MANs based on a passive switching HUB interconnecting all-optical rings (see the network architecture under study in the DAVID project [2] ). However, we are not able to deal with general meshed topologies.
Different approaches were proposed to solve the access problem in all-optical broadcast-and-select networks. Some are based on random-access protocols (see [6] and references therein), others are based on a deterministic resolution of possible conflicts via fast slot allocation [7] [8] [9] , and others 0090-6778/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE compute static WDM/TDM schedules, which allocate transmission resources (slots in a WDM frame) according to long-term user bandwidth needs [10] [11] [12] . A good tradeoff between simplicity and efficiency can be achieved by using the latter algorithms in a context of slowly varying traffic patterns, in which scheduling algorithms are executed once in a while (at a much lower rate with respect to individual packet transmissions) to recompute the WDM/TDM schedule in response to changed user requirements. In this paper, we focus on this class of scheduling protocols that react to slowly varying user bandwidth requests: their complexity does not permit reacting to user reservations on a packet-by-packet basis. We shall assume allocating resources on the basis of a traffic request matrix, which describes the users' traffic requirements (in terms of slots per frame) according to "sustainable bandwidth" needs. Basically, we envision a scenario in which user requests may be triggered either when bandwidth reserved over a path among two routers should be modified, or when a new logical link between routers should be created, or even at a session-level time scale for TCP connections. User requests are issued to a (centralized) network controller via explicit signalling procedures, whose definition goes beyond the scope of this paper.
Two approaches exist to determine the transmission schedule, i.e., slot assignment in the TDM/WDM frame, named nonincremental and incremental, respectively, in this paper. Most previous studies [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] refer to the nonincremental (or offline) approach: algorithms to schedule transmissions are designed assuming an exact knowledge of a stable traffic pattern via a request matrix describing user's transmission requests. In this case, the scheduling algorithm is executed by a (centralized) network controller in a nonincremental fashion with respect to packet transmissions and issuing of bandwidth requests, since all the requests are considered and scheduled at the same time (typically at frame boundaries). In this context, the new scheduling is usually obtained by running the algorithm starting from an empty frame, thus reallocating slots differently from the previous frame for all user-to-user traffic flows. In a dynamic traffic scenario, this means that any change in bandwidth allocation results in the rescheduling of all transmissions.
Instead of focusing on nonincremental algorithms, we study incremental (or online) scheduling [18] [19] [20] : the traffic pattern is assumed to be time varying, and each time a bandwidth modification (expressed as slots per frame) in some traffic flows is required by a user through a signalling procedure, the algorithm is executed at the controller to adapt the slot assignments to traffic fluctuations. This scenario naturally leads to scheduling where existing traffic flows are not reallocated. Indeed, to reduce the complexity of the scheduling algorithm and the bandwidth devoted to signalling, we impose to our incremental algorithms a transparency property: a variation in the allocation of slots for a traffic flow does not modify the scheduling of other already established flows. Finally, the request is scheduled only if all the required slots (per frame) can be allocated; otherwise, the request is rejected. This is named atomic allocation in the remainder of the paper; in other words, partial allocation of a request is not considered.
The paper is organized as follows. First, related work is discussed in Section II, where a more precise problem statement is provided. Then, in Section III, a formal definition of an optimal transparent atomic incremental scheduling algorithm is presented in terms of an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation. Finding the optimal incremental scheduling algorithm is proved to be NP-hard. Thus, a heuristic algorithm for the identification of a good transparent incremental schedule is proposed in Section III-B. The algorithm is based on the possibility of routing some flows from the source to the destination throughout some intermediate nodes (i.e., in a multihop fashion). In Section III-C, a simple example of an optimal allocation, obtained by solving the ILP problem, is provided and compared with the solution obtained with the proposed heuristic approach. Finally, in Section IV, first, the complexity of the algorithms is evaluated and compared with the complexity of single-hop approaches; then, we show that multi-hop approaches lead to significant performance improvements with respect to single-hop ones, especially when tuning latencies are nonnegligible with respect to the slot time.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORK
The problem of finding an optimum transmission schedule for a given traffic pattern in presence of nonnegligible tuning latencies was already extensively analyzed [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . It is usually formulated, for the nonincremental case, in the following way:
Given a slot allocation request matrix , whose elements are the numbers of slots that must be transmitted from any source to any destination in a frame, find a time/wavelength assignment that guarantees the delivery of all the requested traffic, while minimizing the time necessary to accommodate all transmissions (i.e., maximizing the network throughput), subject to tuning latencies constraints. We refer to this formulation as a variable-frame length problem.
The variable-frame problem formalization has the advantage of being well suited for complexity evaluation, since it can be easily made equivalent to an ILP problem. From the application viewpoint, instead, varying the size of the frame duration means varying the bandwidth allocated to user flows: normally, users specify their bandwidth requirements (in bits per second), while the entries of the traffic request matrix specify slots per frame. If the frame duration is changed without a modification of the number of slots per frame allocated to user flows, the bandwidth allocated to user flows also changes. The variable-frame problem formalization is therefore better suited for one-shot transmission of the number of slots specified by (but this is not of interest in the context of this paper), or when the entries stored in matrix must be interpreted as relative weights among the different source/destination pairs, and the aim of the scheduling algorithm is to maximize the system throughput while preserving relative weights among flows.
Given that we are interested in preserving bandwidth requests issued by users, we focus on a fixed-size frame problem. In this case, from an application point of view, atomic allocation (i.e., a request is accepted only if all the requested slots can be allocated in the frame) is the more natural solution. Therefore, we can formulate the nonincremental scheduling problem using a fixed frame length as:
Given a fixed frame length of slots, and a slot allocation request matrix , whose elements are the numbers of slots that must be transmitted from any source to any destination in a frame, find a time/wavelength assignment that minimizes the number of requests in that cannot be accommodated in the frame, satisfying the tuning latency and atomic allocation constraints. The nonincremental variable-frame length scheduling problem was shown to be NP-hard in [16] . Several heuristic approaches for the determination of good nonincremental schedules were proposed in [10] [11] [12] and [15] . Most of the scheduling algorithm proposals that appeared in the literature aim at the minimization of the frame duration, assuming that all slots must be transmitted in a single-hop fashion (i.e., slots are directly transferred from their source to their destination with just one transmission). This may not necessarily be the best approach when tuning latencies are long. In [12] , we showed that it is possible to significantly improve the system performance by transmitting some packets in multi-hop fashion, i.e., by routing them through intermediate nodes where packets are retransmitted into the optical network after electronic switching.
All these approaches, being formulated for the nonincremental case, assume a known and stable traffic pattern. This may be not the case for most application contexts: often the traffic is neither stable nor known a priori. Even if we assume that the traffic can be seen as an aggregation of individual information flows, the aggregation exhibits bandwidth requirements that can (slowly) change with time. We assume, therefore, in this paper that the network controller reacts to variations in the bandwidth requirements of traffic flows by allocating (or deallocating) in the WDM/TDM frame the proper number of slots. To reduce the algorithmic complexity and the signalling bandwidth, the operation of slot allocation (and deallocation) for some flows should not have any impact on the scheduling of other traffic flows whose bandwidth requirements have not been changed. As already mentioned, we call transparency this property of the scheduling algorithm. In other words, our time/wavelength assignment algorithms avoid reallocation of already existing flows. Note that also changing the frame duration would imply additional complexity and signalling bandwidth, since the controller must notify all users of the current frame duration after each schedule adjustment, and users must be able to continuously adapt to variations in the frame duration and slot assignments. Thus, we focus on the incremental scheduling problem using a fixed frame length. Finally, given that the solution is incremental, we must take into account both allocation and deallocation requests. As a consequence, the formal definition of the problem faced in this paper is:
Given a fixed frame length of slots, and a sequence of slot allocation/deallocation request matrices , whose elements specify the numbers of slots that must be allocated/deallocated from any source to any destination , find a time/wavelength assignment, that minimizes the number of allocation requests that cannot be accommodated, satisfying the tuning latencies, atomic allocation, and transparency constraints. The problem of the incremental allocation of resources to traffic flows in a star network configuration was already investigated in the field of SS-TDMA systems [17] . In such context, however, several aspects are different from the all-optical network scenario that we consider. As an example, in SS-TDMA networks it is assumed that all receivers must tune at the same time; this requirement makes the algorithm design quite different for the two types of networks.
In [18] , the authors proposed some incremental scheduling algorithms for WDM networks but with a variable-length frame. The proposed strategies, however, imply that the allocation of slots to a novel traffic flow can modify the scheduling of, and possibly the bandwidth reserved to, all existing flows; indeed, if a request cannot be accommodated given the actual frame length, a new frame length is computed and used for the current and future allocations. In other words, a request is never refused due to lack of resources, but any request allocation may modify the bandwidth reserved to previously accepted flows since the frame length is modified without modifying the number of slots allocated to each flow. As a consequence, the algorithms proposed in [18] may be suited to data application, but, given that they do not satisfy the transparency constraint, are not suited to our context. In [19] , incremental scheduling algorithms were proposed in a context different from the one pursued in this paper, since first, tuning latency is assumed negligible and, second, tunability is envisioned both at the transmitter and at the receiver. The proposed architecture is more costly, and the two above-described assumptions make the problem significantly different from the problem studied in this paper; moreover, disregarding the tuning latency may negatively affect the ability to exploit the available bandwidth. In [20] , the incremental problem is solved using a single-hop approach, which is not always the best possibility for significant tuning latencies; we use some extensions of the algorithms proposed in that paper as a comparison with the novel algorithms proposed in this paper.
The novel contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we provide an innovative definition of an optimal policy for incremental transparent scheduling algorithms in broadcast-and-select networks. Second, we show that the optimal policy is NP-hard. Third, we propose to use a multi-hop approach to improve system performance; we devise a novel heuristic Two-Hop scheduling algorithm and compare it with a traditional single-hop approach, and with a novel multi-hop approach based on a regular logical topology definition among nodes. We show that important performance benefits can be obtained by the Two-Hop algorithm when tuning latencies are significant with respect to the slot time.
III. INCREMENTAL SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
We consider a network with users and wavelengths (for simplicity, is assumed to be an integer multiple of ). User interfaces are assumed to be equipped with one tunable transmitter and one fixed receiver. All the strategies presented in this paper can, however, be easily adapted to the dual case in which transmitters are fixed and receivers are tunable.
In the case of tunable transmitters and fixed receivers, the destination address of the traffic flow immediately identifies the wavelength on which data must be transmitted. If , more than one receiver share the same wavelength.
Each time the bandwidth requested by a traffic flow changes, the controller reacts by varying the scheduling of the flow, without modifying the slot assignment of other flows.
Slots can be identified with a pair ( , ), representing, respectively, the slot position inside the frame and the wavelength. In general, slot ( , ) can be assigned by the controller to a traffic flow ( , ) from source to destination (receiving on wavelength ) only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
• slot is free, i.e., no other user is transmitting on wavelength at the same time; • user is free, i.e., it is neither transmitting on some other wavelength, nor tuning its transmitter. If both previous conditions are satisfied for slot on wavelength , we say that slot is an -eligible slot. While it is possible to formalize the nonincremental line scheduling problem in terms of ILP [11] , [12] , [17] , and, as a consequence, formally define the optimal scheduling policy for a given user request matrix , any definition of an incremental globally optimal policy (i.e., the policy that minimizes the long-term average blocking probability) is impossible, since the future sequence of user requests is unknown. Thus, a relaxation of the optimality criterion is required. We restrict our investigation to the class of greedy scheduling policies; i.e., those policies for which a new slot request is never rejected if it can be allocated.
A suitable index for the congestion level of the network is represented by the total number of eligible slots , where represents the total number of ( , )-eligible slots. Thus, a reasonable criteria to choose the best allocation of a new request may be a choice that maximizes the total number of eligible slots after the allocation. More precisely, we say that an allocation policy is locally optimal if it allocates each new set of requests in such a way that the total number of eligible slots after the allocation is maximized. It should be noted that this does not necessarily minimize the user request blocking probability, as no information about the statistical behavior of the traffic is assumed or utilized.
Note that when the tuning latency is nonnegligible, the class of locally optimal policies may not include any single-hop scheduling policy. Indeed, while multi-hop forwarding of packets leads to an inefficient use of network bandwidth, since the same packet must be transmitted several times on different time slots, it allows a reduction in the number of times that sources are required to tune inside the frame, thus, possibly leading to a more efficient use of transmitters at source nodes.
Unfortunately, multi-hop forwarding entails an increase of the delivery delay, since some extra propagation delay and some delay at each intermediate node is introduced. The store-and-forward delay at intermediate node, (i.e., the time elapsing between the reception and the transmission of each packet) is upper-bounded by the frame length. As a consequence, the delivery delay for packets transmitted on a hops route is upper bounded by where is the maximum user-to-user propagation delay in the network, measured in slot, and is the frame length. To limit the delay penalty, we restrict multi-hop routes to two hops only in our heuristic policy. We name our policy the Two-Hop policy in the remainder of the paper.
The definition of a locally optimal policy can be expressed in terms of ILP; in the next section, we provide a formal definition of a locally optimal incremental scheduling algorithm. The algorithmic complexity required to implement a locally optimal incremental scheduling algorithm is, however, too high when the number of nodes, wavelengths, and slots inside the frame exceed some tens. Thus, a heuristic algorithm is presented in Section III-B. Finally, in Section III-C, we provide a simple explanatory example of optimal allocation (obtained by solving the ILP problem) and compare it with a single-hop and the proposed Two-Hop approaches.
A. Locally Optimal Scheduling Policy Formulation
For simplicity, we formulate the scheduling problem assuming , so that each wavelength leads to a different destination. However, the formulation can be easily extended to the case . We will use capital letters to identify data and small letters for variables. We denote by the fixed frame size, and by the tuning latency.
For allocation requests, we assume that a matrix of new requests from node to node is given. These values are given as number of slots per frame and, as a consequence, represent bandwidth requests. Note that in a pure incremental approach only a single element of is not equal to 0. However, we can extend, without loss in generality, the incremental context to a more realistic scenario in which the network controller schedules at frame boundaries all the new requests received in the previous frame.
For deallocation requests, we denote by the (given) matrix whose elements represent the number of slots that must be deallocated between node and , for any flow that must be closed or whose slot allocation must be reduced. Note that due to the transparency constraints, the elements of matrix can be easily computed from the identity of the closed or modified user-to-user flows, which is provided via signalling procedures.
Define the pattern of current slot assignments (or transmission activities) within the frame by the binary constants , where superscripts and refer to node indexes, and refers to time slot labels within the scheduling frame. We assume that the whole new request traffic flow from node to node follows the same route, to guarantee sequential delivery to destination . This, together with the fact that flows must be conserved at each intermediate node, implies that the variables must satisfy the following constraints:
if (3) The binary variables describe the transmission activities after slot deallocation if slot between and has been released during the deallocation procedure otherwise.
The variables must satisfy the following constraints:
The binary variables describe the transmission activities, after the allocation of new requests if node transmits to node in time slot otherwise.
The variables must satisfy the following constraints, deriving from the fact that nodes can transmit and receive no more than one packet in each time slot, from the tuning latency constraint, and, finally, from the transparency constraint (6)
The variables , , and are related by (10) since the amount of new slots allocated on link is equal to the new traffic flows accepted by the controller. Given that the variables are binary variables, this relation ensures that the optimal solution satisfies the atomic allocation constraint.
Finally, the binary variables identify if slot is -eligible after the allocation if slot is ( , )-eligible after the allocation otherwise.
The variables must meet the following constraints:
Inequalities (11) and (12) force when the source or the destination are already busy. Inequalities (13) and (14) instead force when source is tuning. With the above definitions, the objective function is (15) Given that we restrict our attention to greedy policies, the target function is firstly aimed at the maximization of the number of satisfied requests, and then at the maximization of the residual number of eligible slots. This is obtained by defining as a constant greater than the maximum number of eligible slots, i.e., . The incremental transparent locally optimal scheduling problem for a network with nodes has been expressed as an ILP problem with a number of variables equal to , where is the frame length. Note that the number of variables in the formulation can be reduced when matrices or contain some null entries. The incremental transparent locally optimal scheduling problem is a generalization of the nonincremental optimal scheduling problem which reduces when , or . Since in [16] the variable frame length nonincremental single-hop scheduling problem has been proved to be NP-hard when tuning latencies are nonnull, we imagine that also the incremental transparent locally optimal scheduling problem is NP-hard. However, to formally prove the NP-hardness of the incremental transparent locally optimal scheduling problem, observe that any objects integer-valued Knapsack problem [21] can be mapped onto an incremental transparent locally optimal scheduling problem in which and contains only a nonnull column whose entries represent knapsack objects weights, while the frame length represents the knapsack capacity.
B. Quasi-Optimal Incremental Multi-Hop Scheduling Algorithm: Two-Hop Policy
In this section, we propose an incremental multi-hop scheduling algorithm that tries to achieve a good tradeoff between optimality and computational complexity. The proposed scheduling algorithm limits the possible routes from source to destination to single-hop and two-hops paths only, to control the delay penalty introduced by multi-hop forwarding. New requests arrived at the same time at the controller are served in sequence, according to a first-in, first-out (FIFO) discipline. Suppose that a new request from source toward destination has to be served at the controller.
In the first step of the algorithm, if is already transmitting to , we check whether the new request can be accommodated on slots that are contiguous with those already used by ; this would not require any extra tuning at the source. If the test is successful, the allocation of the new request is performed and the algorithm successfully ends.
Otherwise, the amount of requested slots is compared with the tuning latency.
• If , a two-hop request allocation is first attempted. Then, in case of allocation failure, a single-hop allocation is attempted. In case of further failure, the algorithm ends.
• If a single-hop allocation of the request is first attempted. Then, in case of allocation failure, a two-hops allocation is attempted. In case of further failure, the algorithm ends. The previous simple heuristic rule is justified by the following observation. Comparing the cost in terms of necessary resources for the single-hop allocation and the two-hops allocation, the first requires paying the cost of an extra tuning at source , while the second requires paying the cost of an extra transmission of slots on the channel directed to the intermediate node. Thus, the single-hop allocation is expected to be more convenient when , while the two-hops allocation is expected to be more convenient when . The single-hop allocation is performed according to the following algorithm. The longest sequence of consecutive ( , )-eligible slots on the destination channel is selected; let be the length of such sequence.
• If , the allocation is performed on the rightmost slots.
• If , the allocation procedure fails. The two-hop slot allocation is attempted according to the following algorithm: all nodes that are transmitting to destination and to which source is transmitting are selected as pivot nodes:
• for each selected pivot node , the number of residual available slots and on logical links and (i.e., eligible slots that can be used for the transport of packets associated to the new request without requiring any extra tuning at the transmitter) is computed; • pivot nodes for which and are eligible as intermediate nodes;
• among the intermediate eligible nodes , if any, the least-loaded node (i.e., the one transmitting the minimum number of packets) is chosen, and the request is allocated; otherwise the allocation fails. Now, we consider the slot deallocation procedure. Suppose that a deallocation request from source node to destination node has to be served by the controller. We notice that request may be issued either for a bandwidth reduction request for an already opened flow or for a flow closure. In the Two-Hop approach, slot release must be performed along all the (possibly multi-hop) logical path of the flow. Due to the multi-hop nature of the scheduling scheme, the deallocation procedure is not trivial. Indeed, a degree of freedom exits in the choice of the slots that must be deallocated along the path, since, in general, several end-to-end flows are routed at the same time on the same logical link from node to node . We follow a very simple approach: we try to remove the smaller size block of slots over each path, i.e., over all the intermediate logical links over which the flow is routed, until slots are released. Note that slot release is always successful, since users' deallocation requests are assumed to be correct, i.e., a user never requires a deallocation of a number of slots greater that the number of slots currently allocated to that flow. This may be easily controlled and enforced in the scheduler if required. 
C. Allocation Policies: An Example
We present an example that shows the potential performance benefits provided by the optimal (multi-hop) scheduling and by the proposed Two-Hop scheduling with respect to a single-hop algorithm, focusing on a network with . Assume that node 1 issues a request of transmitting two slots per frame to destination node 4, and that node 2 issues a request of transmitting one slot per frame to destination node 4, i.e., , ; the tuning latency is slots and the frame length is slots. The frame allocation pattern prior to the new requests allocation is reported in Table I . To maximize the total number of eligible slots , the new requests must be allocated, respectively, on routes and , as shown in Table II . In this case, 32 eligible slots are lost with this optimal allocation, as reported in Table III . Instead, the best possible single-hop allocation, shown in Table IV , would cost 72 slots (in terms of reduction of ), whereas the proposed two-hop allocation (see Table V ) costs 46 slots. These numbers are obtained trading off the number of slots that must be transmitted in a frame (which increases in multi-hop policies) with the required number of tuning actions (which decreases in multi-hop policies). Note that the proposed Two-Hop policy is not able to allocate on a multi-hop path, due to the two-hop limit introduced to control the delay and to simplify the scheduling algorithm. Indeed, when considering request , both the direct three-hop route and the two possible combinations of single-hop routes and two-hop routes ( , and ) are forbidden, as outlined in Section III-B, given that no pivot node can be found between nodes 1 and 4.
IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section, we first discuss complexity issues; then, we describe some simulation results to assess the merits of the proposed Two-Hop approach.
We compare our Two-Hop policy with two types of scheduling algorithms: the first type, referred to as Best Fit Search (BFS), is a straightforward extension of a single-hop scheduling algorithm already presented in the literature [18] , [20] ; the second type refers to a novel family of Multi-Hop scheduling algorithms, where the Multi-Hop approach is obtained by defining a fixed tuning sequence among nodes on the basis of a regular logical topology chosen a priori without any knowledge of the traffic pattern. Both algorithms are briefly described below.
In the BFS single-hop policy, when a slot allocation request is issued, first, the network controller checks whether station is already transmitting on the channel on which destination is receiving; if the new request can be allocated on slots contiguous with slots already used to transmit packets from to , thus, without requiring any extra tuning, the allocation is successfully performed. Otherwise, a sequential search for all sequences of at least contiguous ( , )-eligible slots is performed. If at least one sequence is found, the minimum-size sequence (ties are randomly broken) is chosen; the first slots in the minimum-size sequence are devoted to the new transmission from to . If not enough contiguous slots are found, a sequential search is repeated, and any sequence of ( , )-eligible slots is considered, regardless of its length: successive partial allocations are attempted in all the sequences. The request is accepted only if all the slots can be allocated, although not contiguously; otherwise, the request is refused. In other words, partial allocation of a request is not considered to guarantee an atomic allocation.
The Multi-Hop scheduling algorithm is based on the definition of a static (i.e., not dynamically adapted to the traffic pattern and load) regular logical topology among nodes; nodes are located on the topology according to a random choice made at design or startup time. Since each node is equipped with only one tunable transmitter, nodes are required to tune their transmitters according to a fixed preassigned tuning sequence to implement logical topologies with a degree greater than one. Each node tunes in a frame its transmitter a number of time equal to the number of neighboring nodes in the logical topology, so that all (and only) the adjacent nodes may be reached in single-hop once in a frame. When a slot allocation request is received by the network controller, it is allocated in multi-hop on the shortest path among source and destination over the logical topology; since many equivalent shortest paths exist due to the regularity of the topology, allocations are attempted on all the shortest paths with a residual capacity greater or equal to the bandwidth request, starting from the lightly loaded path. We use in our comparison two regular topologies: the square grid Manhattan [22] , and the Shuffle [23] topologies, depicted in Fig. 1 . We remark that these topologies are used only to define a preassigned tuning sequence for each node; there is no relation among these topologies and the underlying physical network topology, which is based, as described in the Introduction, on a star-like topology.
A. Complexity
To compute the complexity of each requested slot allocation in the Two-Hop approach, we refer to the algorithm description provided in Section III-B. We can observe that:
• the first step of the algorithm has complexity, since all the slots on a given channel must be examined; • the comparison between the tuning latency and the requested slots, required to choose either the two-hop or the single-hop allocation is ; • the single-hop allocation complexity is ;
• the two-hop allocation -first requires a selection of a set of pivot nodes among all nodes: ; -then, all selected pivot nodes should be checked for eligibility: ; -finally, the slot allocation on the chosen eligible pivot node must be executed: ; -thus, the two-hop allocation complexity is . For deallocation procedures, given that we restrict allocation to two hop routes only, two wavelengths must be examined for each flow in the worst case. Consider a deallocation request of slots for the flow from source node to destination node . On each of the two wavelengths, slot transmission blocks (i.e., contiguous slots used for transmission from a given source node to a given destination node) must be ordered and transmission blocks must be deallocated, starting from the smallest block, until a number of slots equal to has been released. Thus, the complexity of the deallocation procedure is . We can conclude that the complexity of the two-hop strategy is for each allocation. The complexity of the single-hop BFS approach is , since, in the worst case, slots on the designated channel must be examined to find the best possible allocation.
Let us finally consider the complexity of the multi-hop approach based on regular topologies. Since, in the worst case, we need to examine all the slots in a frame on all the channels in the path between the source and the destination node, the complexity is , where is the diameter, i.e., the maximum distance among nodes, of the regular topology. In the Manhattan network , and in the Shuffle network , where is the number of nodes.
B. Simulation Results
We present a simulation-based performance comparison between the Two-Hop strategy described in the previous section and other scheduling strategies. All numerical results were obtained by stopping simulation runs when a 5% confidence interval width was reached with 95% confidence level.
We report results for networks with , and under uniform and client-server traffic scenarios. Other values of and were also considered, but the results obtained in those cases show no qualitative difference from those reported here, and are omitted for the sake of brevity. The uniform traffic scenario refers to a situation where each nodes sends traffic uniformly to all other nodes (excluding itself). In the client-server scenario, we identify a server node; all other nodes act as clients. Client nodes send traffic to all other client nodes and to the server; the server node sends back to each client the same amount of traffic it receives from that client. Each client sends to the server twice the traffic sent to each other client. The performance index we consider is the percentage of slots not allocated as a function of the tuning latency.
The behavior of each flow ( , ), i.e., the flow of packets from source to destination , is driven by a two-state Markov chain whose states are labeled ON and OFF. When the chain is in the OFF state, the flow is inactive, i.e., no packets are generated at source for destination ; thus . While in the ON state, a fixed number of fixed-size packets is generated in each frame at source with destination . This number is the value assumed by for the given frame time; the scheduler allocates slots to this flow in each frame, until a new request for this flow is issued.
is selected when the chain enters the ON state, and is uniformly distributed between 1 and 16 slots per frame for the uniform traffic scenario, uniformly distributed between 1 and 10 slots per frame for the client-to-client flows, and between 1 and 20 slots per frame for the client-to-server and server-to-client flows in the client-server scenario. The average sojourn time in the OFF state is fixed to 600 frame times, and the average sojourn time in the ON state is fixed to 400 frame times. We assume, for simplicity, the propagation time to be negligible with respect to the frame duration; however, we notice that the system performance exhibits only a weak dependency on the propagation delay. Slot requests can be translated in bandwidth requirements given the known, fixed size, frame length, and the transmission rate; in real networks, given a user bandwidth request, the network scheduler would easily compute the request in slots per frame, thus obtaining the request matrix that should be scheduled.
Slot allocations and deallocations are performed only at frame boundaries, i.e., all bandwidth requests received by the controller during a frame are handled at the end of the frame, in FIFO ordering.
Note that the frame length strongly influences the system performance, since it drives the network load: the bandwidth corresponding to a request of slots per frame is inversely proportional to the frame duration. For a given request matrix , if the frame is very long, the network is very lightly loaded, and all scheduling policies will manage to accommodate all user requests. Conversely, if the frame is too short, the network is strongly overloaded, and the probability of blocking requests is very large for all strategies.
Similarly, the scheduling difficulty depends on the tuning latency. If we fix the frame length and the number of requested slots, longer tuning latencies make the scheduling more difficult. However, if we choose the frame length proportional to the tuning latency value, the effects of the tuning latency are more complex. Long tuning latencies imply that the network efficiency is mostly limited by tuning, so that wavelengths are not a bottleneck, and scheduling is relatively easy. On the contrary, short tuning latencies make the system bottleneck shift to wavelengths, so that the scheduling problem becomes harder.
To put in evidence the differences among the considered strategies, it is, therefore, important to select the frame duration with care, that must be somehow tied to the traffic load and tuning latency. We want to compare the algorithms in a realistic scenario: in real networks, frame length and fixed slot size are determined a priori on the basis of traffic estimates, user applications needs, and transceiver transmission rate. For example, in the nation-wide SONATA network [4] , to support both data application and traditional phone calls that have stringent delay requirements, and to control the blocking probability to reasonable values given traffic estimates, the frame size was set to slots, the slot size was equal to 10 , with transceivers transmission rates of 622 Mb/s. In our simulation scenario, we want to assess the algorithm's effectiveness in a realistic case, i.e., when blocking probabilities have acceptable values for network users. Thus, we must determine a reasonable value for the frame length.
It must be noted that, given a request matrix , the minimum frame duration required to accommodate all requests is bounded by the following inequality, whose derivation is reported in [15] : (16) where is the tuning latency, i.e., the number of idle slots between two transmissions of the same source on different wavelengths, is the number of wavelengths on which source has packets to transmit (hence, is the minimum activity period of user , including tuning actions), and is the set of destinations receiving on wavelength (thus, is the minimum activity period on wavelength ). In our simulation, the request matrix varies with time and it is not deterministically known. However, on average, only 40% of flows are active, due to the ratio between the average duration in frames of the ON and the OFF states. Under this assumption, lower bound (16) is evaluated to obtain , and the frame duration is chosen to be . This approach has a drawback, since it makes the frame duration vary, in the simulation results, with the tuning latency. Given the system setup in terms of offered load and tuning time constraints, we select a frame duration which is reasonably far from the minimum, i.e., for which an optimal allocation strategy should be close to a complete accommodation of all information flows. This also means that performance curves in the sequel are plotted with different frame sizes for different values of the tuning latency , and that performance indices cannot be compared in their absolute values: while the different strategies are correctly compared for a fixed value of , the values taken by the same strategy at different values of must be compared with care. This approach may be counterintuitive; however, consider that in a real network, the tuning latency (measured in slot time) and the frame length would definitely be chosen jointly at network design time to provide reasonable values of blocking probabilities. We simply follow the same approach in our simulation to obtain a realistic setup.
It is important to observe that this does not mean that we consider networks in which the frame length is adaptive; this is contrary to the spirit of the scheduling strategies that we are considering (see the definition of the incremental scheduling with fixed frame-length problem in Section II). Rather, we wish to compare the effectiveness of different scheduling algorithms for variable tuning latencies, but we want to eliminate the increase in blocking probability induced by growing tuning latencies.
In Fig. 2 , we examine a network with (on the left) and with (on the right), for , under uniform traffic. The percentage of nonallocated slots are plotted by averaging over all flows. Solid lines identify our Two-Hop scheduling algorithm, dotted lines the single-hop BFS policy, and dashed lines the multi-hop approach based on regular topologies. It can be observed that the multi-hop approach based on regular topologies provides significant better performance only for very high tuning latencies and for a small number of nodes. Since in a real system, at least when considering a local or metropolitan area network, the number of nodes should be around some hundreds and tuning latencies should be of the order of few tens time slots, this approach seems to be the less promising. Conversely, our Two-Hop algorithms provides comparable or better performance with respect to the BFS algorithm. These observations hold also when using different values for the parameter set, i.e., varying the ON-OFF periods characterizing the request arrival or varying the frame size by modifying the parameter .
Similar observations can be drawn from Fig. 3 , which refers to the client-server scenario for , . Performance figures are plotted independently by averaging over all flows, all client-to-client flows, client-to-server flows, and server-to-client flows, respectively. Note that overall performance figures are obviously mainly influenced by client-to-client flows.
Also, in this scenario, the regular topology approach provides good performance only in a limited range of values of very large tuning latencies. For this reason, we will not present results for the multi-hop regular topology approach in the sequel. The Two-Hop approach provides the best performance over a large range of tuning latencies. Although the curves should not be compared for different values of tuning latencies as motivated before, note that the single-hop BFS approach provides higher refusal probabilities for increasing tuning latencies. This behavior is due to the fact that the frame size, chosen as a function of the minimum frame length via the parameter , is determined by the high load on the server channel. The client channels are lightly loaded and user requests are easily accepted for low tuning latencies. Tuning latencies can be seen by the BFS scheduler as an additional load: roughly speaking, for each request , the scheduler must allocate contiguous slots; this quantity can be interpreted as the "equivalent load" seen by the scheduler. As the tuning latency increases, the difficulty of allocating requests on the client channels increases since higher tuning latencies increase the "equivalent load" on the client channel, making it closer to the "equivalent load" on the server channel. This effect is mitigated by the multi-hop approach, since a more uniform load distribution among all the channels can be obtained.
It may be argued that the Two-Hop approach may be of smaller benefit with respect to the BFS strategy when the number of wavelengths is smaller than the number of nodes, which is, of course, a more realistic scenario in a real environment. Fig. 4 , referring to a network where , ,
, under uniform traffic, shows instead that the performance gain is still significant.
Finally, it may be interesting to evaluate the performance penalty in terms of blocking probability introduced by the incremental (transparency) constraint. In Fig. 5 , we compare the proposed incremental transparent Two-Hop (and the BFS) approach with two nonincremental algorithms proposed in [12] , the I-MWM and the multi-hop MH-I-MWM. Performance penalty is significant for , whereas the proposed Two-Hop algorithm provides blocking probabilities very close to those provided by both nonincremental algorithms for larger network ; thus, performance loss decrease for increasing network size. Note that the complexity of the nonincremental algorithms is as shown in [20] , significantly higher than the complexity of the Two-Hop algorithm, shown to be . Moreover, nonincremental algorithms require a significant complexity due to signalling procedures needed to distribute the new scheduling to all nodes. Finally, out-of-sequence delivery can occur when a flow routed through a multi-hop path is rerouted to a shorter path in the new scheduling.
V. CONCLUSION
We studied incremental transparent scheduling policies for all-optical broadcast and select TDM/WDM networks. Transceivers tuning latencies are considered not negligible with respect to the slot time and play an important role in the definition of the scheduling algorithm. Transmission requests are scheduled in a fixed-length frame by allocating slots in the TDM/WDM frame to source-destination pairs.
We described as an ILP problem the optimal transparent incremental scheduling algorithm; given its complexity, we proposed a novel scheduling algorithm that may route some flows from source to destination through some intermediate nodes, following a two-hop approach. Performance results show that significant benefits can be achieved with respect to traditional single-hop approaches or with respect to other multi-hop scheduling algorithms. The increased complexity required by the algorithm is well compensated by the performance advantages.
